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After our country joined WTO, the competition of tobacco business enterprise is 
no longer the competition of single product, single business enterprise and take but 
generation of is a gradual change for the competition of of tobacco supply chain. The 
tobacco profession of China has already faced gradually vigorous international market 
competition and domestic to ban smoking to publicizee the rigorous challenge of 
waiting many problems. Build up a sound and perfect tobacco logistics to go together 
with to send system, change speed a realization tradition to go together with to send 
mode toward modern to circulate, have become our country tobacco business 
enterprise should to the market challenge, strengthen tobacco business enterprise core 
competencies, raise the important path of market competition ability. 
For make the tobacco business enterprise actively should pass actual 
investigation and cultural heritage to the demand of market competition analysis, at 
thorough research our country the foundation of the tobacco logistics conveyance and 
management system present condition on, elaborated a local tobacco business 
enterprise to transport system to the logistics construction of urgent need, put forward 
to pass to set up a tobacco logistics system from here to promote an existing logistics 
conveyance management, with should to the standpoint of crisis and challenge that the 
tobacco business enterprise faces. 
By analysising the tobacco logistics total process, studied a tobacco logistics 
total need and put forward the total target of the tobacco logistics body management 
system.At pass and go together with to send to need and business to study foundation 
to the tobacco on, analyzed tobacco to store in warehouse, move a database, 
stocktaking and divide Jian and deliver goods in detail of business process.Also 
design from the system function design, system structure, module design, the code 
wrap design, safety control the project design etc. angle and carried on a detailed 
design to the tobacco logistics information system.Passing is false to defending of 
tobacco logistics, the tobacco go together with to send to logistics circuit and car to 
carry quantity of excellent turn a realization, set up from here and develop one is more 
perfect function, the function better tobacco logistics information system. The 















logistics of tobacco profession with the system of realization, have certain theories 
instruction meaning and more practical application value. 
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